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Abstract 
Five experiments are reported which investigate the distribution of selective attention to verbal 
and non-verbal components of an utterance when conflicting information exists in these channels. 
A Stroop-type interference paradigm is adopted in which attributes from the verbal and non-verbal 
dimensions are placed into conflict. Static directional (deictic) gestures and corresponding spoken 
and written words show symmetrical interference (Experiments 1, 2 and 3) as do directional 
arrows and spoken words (Experiment 4). This symmetry is maintained when the task is switched 
from a manual key press to a verbal naming  response (Experiment 5) suggesting the mutual 
influence of the two dimensions is independent of spatial stimulus response compatibility. It is 
concluded that the results are consistent with a model of interference where information from 
pointing gestures and speech are integrated prior to the response selection stage of processing. 
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In the mid 1980’s a number of authors published work which criticised the widely held view of 
gestures and other non-verbal behaviours as “body-language”. For instance Rimé (1983) and 
McNeill (1985) challenged the notion, largely established by Argyle (e.g. Argyle, 1975), that 
gestures form part of a system of body movements which might offer a privileged means of 
knowing and perceiving one another, a system thought to follow its own laws and transmit 
affective, cognitive and regulating  mechanisms distinct from those carried by any accompanying 
speech. McNeill’s (1985) article suggested that gestures and speech, far from being 
psychologically distinct, “share a computational stage; they are, accordingly, parts of the same 
psychological structure” (p. 350). This prompted rebuttals from Feyereisen (1987) and Butterworth 
& Hadar (1989) with accompanying replies from McNeill (McNeill, 1987b, 1989). Most seem to 
agree that gesture production depends, to some extent, on the mechanisms responsible for speech 
production (see also Rimé, 1983; Kendon, 1983). The arguments centred around specifying the 
locus of the interaction, elaborating McNeill’s conception of inner speech  as the shared 
computational stage. This work represented a shift in emphasis from the social impact of non-
verbal behavior to an approach which sought to examine the processes underlying the performance 
of body movements and, in particular, the relationships between these processes and the structures 
mediating vocal behavior. However, despite a relatively large amount of research on gesture and 
speech production, the field of gesture comprehension  remains a “neglected field in cognitive 
psychology” (Feyereisen 1991, p.57). The main aim of this study was to begin to redress this 
imbalance by studying the comprehension of gestures within an information processing 
framework. More specifically we ask whether gestures performed concurrently with spoken and 
written words influence the processing of that verbal signal and reciprocally whether verbal 
processing modifies the processing of the gestural component of the utterance. 
Gesture and Speech 
For researchers such as McNeill and Kendon (e.g. McNeill, 1985, 1987b, 1992; Kendon, 1983, 
1986), gestural and verbal behaviors serve to represent different aspects of the underlying meaning 
that a speaker is striving to express. Gesture and speech might both refer to the same event but 
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each offers a somewhat different view of it. One form of expression is thought to complement the 
other. Certain gestures might emphasise the shape of the referent, spatial arrangements or actions 
whilst others might stress intonation, pauses or the logical structure of an utterance. In this way 
gestures depict a more holistic or “global” aspect of the speaker’s meaning and might serve to 
structure or “chunk” sections of the discourse. Thus in gesticulation “we observe components of 
the utterance content that are not  represented in words” (Kendon, 1986, p.12). An important point 
for the listener then, is that neither the gestural nor the verbal outcome alone is necessarily 
sufficient to specify the speaker’s underlying cognitive representation. The complete picture can 
only be fully appreciated by considering jointly both gestural and verbal behaviours. Under this 
view a listener might be expected to process both the gestural and verbal components of an 
utterance, combining this information at some point in processing to provide an integrated 
representation of the speakers intended meaning. Thus gesture and speech may well share a 
common computational stage in comprehension as well as in production. 
A number of empirical studies have yielded results consistent with the suggestion that listeners 
process both gestural and verbal information in comprehension.  
Graham & Argyle (1975) had speakers describe a set of drawings under conditions where a 
folded arm posture was maintained and a second where gestures were allowed. The task for the 
audience was to reproduce these drawings based on the verbal description of the speakers. 
Drawings resulting from the gesture condition were rated as more similar to the original than those 
from the no-gesture condition. Moreover an analysis of the discourses produced in the two 
conditions showed very few differences, suggesting that the advantage to the listeners in the 
gesture condition resulted from the speaker’s use of hand movements and not because of a 
reduction in the fluidity in speech that has been noted when movements are restricted (e.g. Graham 
& Heywood, 1975; Rimé et al., 1984). 
Other studies have demonstrated an influence of gestural context on the recall of verbal 
material. Riseborough (1981) noted that free recall of a list of verbs and cued recall of words from 
a short story were improved when the presentation of the verbal material was accompanied by 
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illustrative gestures, often referred to as iconics (e.g. McNeill, 1985). These are the kinds of 
gesture that present some figural aspect of the object evoked in the accompanying speech (Efron, 
1941). An example might be a speaker making a spiralling motion of the finger whilst 
simultaneously referring to a spiral staircase. Similarly Woodall & Folger (1981, 1985) found 
superior recall of the verbal content of a conversation when representational gestures (again, 
iconics) were included. 
Finally Thompson & Massaro (1986) demonstrated that both adults and children relied heavily 
on referential gestures when making decisions concerning the identity of an object simultaneously 
referred to by, sometimes ambiguous, synthesised speech syllables. 
Taken together, these studies suggest that performance in comprehension is influenced by both 
gestural and verbal information. In this paper the intention was to further explore this hypothesis 
by adopting a well established procedure familiar to experimental cognitive psychology, but to our 
knowledge novel to the study of gesture and speech comprehension.  
Interference Effects 
One way of investigating selective attention or the extent to which certain dimensions are 
processed separately is to put them into conflict as in the McGurk effect (McGurk & McDonald, 
1976) or using a Stroop type interference paradigm (Stroop, 1935; for a recent review see 
MacLeod, 1991). In the original version of the Stroop colour word interference task subjects were 
slower to name the colour of the ink in which an incongruent colour word was printed (e.g. RED 
in blue ink) relative to a control condition of colour words in black ink. However, reading the 
colour word was largely unaffected by the ink colour in which it was printed. This asymmetry has 
also been demonstrated in picture-word interference tasks where printed words are combined with 
line drawings of familiar objects. Picture naming is slowed by the presence of an incongruent or 
unrelated word but word reading is unaffected by the line drawing (e.g. Glaser & Düngelhoff, 
1984; Smith & Magee, 1980). There is also some evidence that this type of interference exists 
when opposing dimensions are presented cross-modally (Cowan & Barron, 1987; Shimada, 1990 
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but see Miles, Madden and Jones, 1989) thus naming visually presented ink colours is slowed 
when hearing incongruent colour words. Schriefers & Meyer (1990)  have demonstrated cross-
modal, visual-auditory picture-word interference- longer picture naming latencies were observed 
when the picture was paired with an associated or unrelated word than in a silence condition. 
In a further variation of the Stroop task, Seymour (1973,1974) presented the words ABOVE, 
BELOW, LEFT and RIGHT to his subjects and demonstrated an interference effect when subjects 
were required to name the position of the word relative to a dot. Indeed the use of conflicting 
spatial attributes of various stimuli has been popular in the Stroop literature, for instance Shor 
(1970, 1971) embedded the words LEFT, RIGHT, UP and DOWN in arrows pointing in directions 
incongruent with the embedded word and obtained interference in naming the direction of the 
arrow. Dyer (1972) obtained similar interference effects from the same four directional words 
which he moved in either the congruent or incongruent direction. 
Very few of these studies using stimuli with spatial attributes have investigated whether the 
interference effect operates symmetrically or not i.e. whether interference is obtained when the 
task is changed to identifying the verbal dimension of the stimulus as opposed to the pictoral 
element. Virzi & Egeth (1985), however, managed to reverse the usual asymmetry, obtaining an 
interference effect from the spatial location (to the left or right of fixation) of a directional word 
(LEFT or RIGHT) when the task was to make a manual  response to the meaning of the word. On 
the other hand the response to the position of the word was unaffected by its meaning. 
This particular observation has much in common with the so-called “Simon effect” (after 
Hedge & Marsh, 1975) first noted by Simon & Rudell (1967). In this paradigm subjects might 
typically make a left/right keypress response contingent on the identity  of a stimulus (e.g. colour 
of light, direction of arrow, the words “left” or “right” etc.) presented randomly to the left or right 
of some central point. The results indicate that the location of the stimulus provides an irrelevant 
cue that interferes with the processing of the target stimulus. Thus in Simon & Rudell’s original 
paper subjects were slower to respond with a right keypress to the word “right” presented in the 
left  ear than to an identical stimulus presented to the right  ear. Thus the reverse Stroop-type effect 
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observed by Virzi & Egeth (1985) might also be treated as an example of the Simon effect, the 
irrelevant spatial location of the directional words produced an interference effect when making a 
manual response to the meaning of the word. 
To summarise, Stroop-type interference has been observed with a large variety of stimuli, the 
usual asymmetrical effect has been noted with colour-word/colour and picture/word stimuli both 
within and across modalities. The use of the technique has been extended to manual judgements 
based on the spatial attributes of various stimuli where examples of reverse Stroop-type or Simon 
interference have been obtained. In view of the diversity of stimuli which have been used in the 
study of the various interference phenomena and, in particular, the spatial component evident in 
the Simon task and Stroop variants, it was felt that the application of a cross modal Stroop-type 
method would be appropriate in the study of the comprehension of deictic gestures and verbal 
information. 
In the various gestural taxonomies, pointing (deictic) gestures have proved rather difficult to 
pin down. Efron (1941/1971) suggested that they belonged to the class of gestures which could 
convey meaning independently of verbally expressed utterances whilst others have suggested that 
they belong in a class of speech-related iconic gestures which carry no such independent meaning 
(e.g. Ekman & Freisen, 1972; McNeill, 1985; for a review of gesture classification see Rimé & 
Schiaratura, 1991). So it appears that pointing gestures may fall somewhere on this taxonomic 
boundary, they may very well carry some autonomous semantic content whilst frequently 
appearing in a verbal context. For these reasons pointing gestures form a class of non-verbal 
behaviour which might be expected to influence the processing of information in the verbal 
channel. Furthermore deictic gestures, unlike many other forms of body movement, can be 
represented as static images. These images can then be paired with single word utterances forming 
stimulus pairings similar to those used in the picture-word and spatial variants of the Stroop task 
reviewed above. 
The existence of an interference effect is usually interpreted as evidence that the to-be-ignored 
attribute of the stimulus has received some degree of processing. Of particular interest in the study 
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of the interaction of gesture and speech is whether an irrelevant gesture will interfere with the 
processing of a spoken word. If movements of the hands and/or body provide only redundant 
information we might not expect them to be attended and as such they should not interfere with the 
processing of verbal information. On the other hand, McNeill’s ideas on the complementarity of 
gesture and speech suggest that both dimensions should be attended. In this case  one might expect 
a mutual influence of the two sources of information. Gestures should interfere with the processing 
of information in the verbal channel and reciprocally, verbal information should interfere with the 
processing of gestural information.  
Thus in what follows a Stroop-type paradigm is adopted to investigate any mutual influence of 
verbal information and deictic gestures which together form two of the components of an 
utterance. Verbal attributes were paired with either congruent or incongruent non-verbal attributes 
with a manual response required to both dimensions presented in separate blocks. Experiments 1, 2 
and 3 made use of static directional (deictic) gestures with their auditory and visual (written) 
verbal equivalents respectively. Experiment 4 investigated the “linguistic” status of the deictic 
gestures used in Experiments 1-3 by replacing them with arrows. Finally in Experiment 5 the 
response mode was changed from manual to verbal in order to assess the contribution of stimulus-
response mechanisms to the effects. 
Experiment 1 
In the first experiment we paired static directional gestures (up, down, left and right) with their 
congruent or incongruent verbal equivalents and measured subjects’ reaction times in a manual  
response to both verbal and non-verbal dimensions in separate blocks. The “complementarity” 
hypothesis suggests that listeners combine information in the gestural and verbal channels. In this 
case we predict a mutual interaction of the two dimensions. Irrelevant gestures should influence 
the processing of the target verbal stimulus whilst to-be-ignored verbal information should also 
influence the processing of gestural information. Thus a symmetrical pattern of interference effects 
is predicted. 
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There are rather few examples of symmetrical interference to be found in the Stroop literature. 
Indeed the reverse Stroop effect (interference in word reading caused by an incongruent colour) is 
notoriously difficult to obtain (e.g. Glaser & Glaser, 1982; Glaser & Düngelhoff, 1984; Dunbar & 
MacLeod, 1984; MacLeod & Dunbar, 1988) and we know of no examples of a reverse effect of 
picture-word interference (i.e. the interference in word reading caused by an irrelevant picture). 
The few cross modal studies that exist did not investigate the influence of the colour or picture on 
the processing of the auditorily presented word (Cowan & Barron, 1987; Shimada, 1990; 
Schriefers & Meyer, 1990). 
When the task is switched from a verbal to a manual naming response the original Stroop 
effect persists although perhaps slightly attenuated (e.g. Logan et al., 1984; Keele, 1972; Roe et al., 
1980). The examples of the Simon effect, which involves manual responses, demonstrate a 
reversal of the usual asymmetry although in these examples it is the irrelevant location  of the 
target stimulus and not an incongruent picture which contributes to the interference (e.g. Simon & 
Rudell, 1967; Virzi & Egeth, 1985) 
Symmetrical interference patterns appear to be more often reported in the spatial variants of the 
Stroop task. Shor (1971) reported such effects using directional words embedded in arrows 
employing a naming task whilst Melara & Marks (1990) observed symmetrical congruity effects 
using the words HI and LO presented above or below the midline of a computer screen although 
using the “Garner Interference” paradigm (see Pomerantz, 1983, 1986). More recently O’Leary & 
Barber (1993) managed to obtain symmetrical interference using the words LEFT and RIGHT to 
the left and right of the screen with verbal naming responses to either the location or the meaning 
of the word. Symmetrical effects were also obtained using a left/right keypress response again to 
the meaning or location of the stimulus word (the Simon effect and reverse Simon effect 
respectively) but only when the salience of the irrelevant word in the location judgement task was 
marked. 
Thus the predictions arising from the literature are a little confusing. If the gestural stimuli 
used here are considered as pictures, the available evidence from studies investigating the various 
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forms of the Stroop effect would predict an asymmetric pattern of interference with little hindrance 
from the gesture in responding to the auditorily presented word. If, on the other hand, the gestural 
stimuli indicate a spatial location, the literature on the Simon effect would suggest that the 
asymmetry should be in the reverse direction, whilst McNeill’s theoretical position on the 
production of gesture and speech predicts symmetrical interference effects. To recapitulate, the 
complementarity hypothesis predicts a symmetrical pattern of interference effects, congruity 
effects of equal sizes should be observed when responding to gesture and verbal stimuli 
respectively manifesting as a main effect of congruity with no interactions with response. 
Method 
Subjects:  14 undergraduate and postgraduate volunteers participated in this experiment, all 
were between 18 and 30 years of age with normal or corrected to normal vision. 
Materials and Apparatus:  Digitised images of a person gesturing to the left, right, up and 
down were obtained. Examples of these images are presented in Figure 1. These stimuli subtended 
approximately 13 degrees of vertical visual angle. The verbal stimuli were recorded using audio 
software on hypercard and edited using “SoundEdit” software on a Macintosh IIci. Four spoken 
words (left, right, up and down) were recorded and edited to be approximately the same length (0.8 
secs). The visual and auditory stimuli were presented together using the “SuperLab” software on 
the Mac IIci, this enables the two types of stimuli to be presented simultaneously and claims to 
record reaction times to millisecond accuracy. The onset of the presentation of the speech stimuli 
coincided with the presentation of the visual gesture stimulus. 
Two types of test stimuli were prepared from the frame grabbed images and the auditory 
speech stimuli. Congruent trials consisted of the spoken word “up”, “down”, “left” and “right” 
paired with their respective gestures whilst incongruent trials consisted of the spoken words “up” 
and “down” paired with down  and up  gestures respectively along with “left” and “right” paired 
with right  and left  gestures respectively. 
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Figure 1. Examples of “gesture” stimuli from Experiment 1. 
Design:  The experiment took the form of a 2 x 2 x 2 repeated measures design. The three 
factors were: Response (either to a gesture or to a voice), Congruity (congruent or incongruent 
pairs of stimuli) and Decision (either left/right or up/down decisions). The stimuli were blocked by 
response, either to gesture (4 cells made up of all combinations of decision and congruity) or to 
voice (again 4 cells). Half of the subjects responded to the voice first and half to the gesture. With 
10 trials per cell, subjects responded to 40 trials in each response block. 
Procedure:  The stimuli were presented in a random order using the “SuperLab” software with 
the visual and auditory stimuli being presented simultaneously. The subjects were required to 
make a response by pressing one of four buttons on the keyboard. These keys were selected to give 
a correspondence between stimulus attributes and response. Thus the keys used were 4, 5, 6 and 8 
on the keypad area of the keyboard. These keys possess the same spatial relationships as the 
responses required in the experiment i.e. “left”, “right”, “up” and “down” and were assigned these 
values accordingly. 
The subjects were instructed to use their preferred hand to depress the keys, using their first 
and third fingers for the left/right decisions (keys 4 and 6 respectively) and  their second finger for 
the up/down decisions (keys 8 and 5 respectively). The visual stimuli persisted until the subject 
had made a response which was then followed by a 500 ms interval and then the next trial. The 
subjects were also instructed to depress the space bar in response to a large question mark which 
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occasionally appeared on the screen. Eight of these question marks appeared in each response 
block. These trials were included in order to ensure that the subjects actually watched the screen as 
the task of responding to the voice could, it was realised, be made trivially easy by shutting ones 
eyes or staring away from the screen. A set of 10 practice trials were presented before each block, 
these included two question mark trials and a sample of the other trials, ensuring that all the 
experimental conditions were represented at least once. Both reaction times and percentage of 
errors were recorded as dependent variables in the experiment. 
Results 
In this, and all other experiments reported, outliers were removed from individual subject’s 
scores by removing those reaction times greater or less than two standard deviations from the 
mean. The mean correct reaction time scores and percentage of errors recorded in each condition 
are reported in Table 1. 
 
 
 
A 2 (response) x 2 (congruity) x 2 (decision) ANOVA conducted on the reaction time scores 
revealed a main effect of congruity (F(1,13)=21.44, p<0.001) of some 57 ms in the predicted 
Table 1. 
Mean RT’s (in milliseconds) and Percentage of Errors for Up/Down and Left/Right Decisions to Voices 
and Gestures in Congruent and Incongruent Conditions of Experiment 1. 
 Up/Down Decisions  Left/Right Decisions  Overall Mean 
 
Congruity 
 
RT 
Percentage 
of Errors 
  
RT 
Percentage 
of Errors 
  
RT 
Percentage 
of Errors 
 Voice Responses 
Congruent 687 2.14  739 2.86  713 2.50 
Incongruent 773 1.43  798 7.14  786 8.57 
         
M 730 1.79  769 5.00  750 5.54 
 Gesture Responses 
Congruent 652 1.43  633 0  643 0.72 
Incongruent 707 7.14  658 2.86  682 5.00 
         
M 680 4.29  646 1.43  663 2.86 
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direction. The absence of an interaction between the response and congruity factors confirmed the 
symmetrical nature of the interference or congruity effects (p=0.24). Subjects were generally faster 
to respond to the gestural information, an observation confirmed by the main effect of response 
(F(1,13)=6.11, p<0.05). However the interaction of response and decision also reached 
significance (F(1,13)=5.49, p<0.05). Left/right decisions were slowed by some 123 ms when the 
relevant response dimension was switched from gesture to voice, a difference which proved to be 
significant (p<0.01). Up/down decisions were also slowed but the difference of 50 ms did not 
reach significance (p=0.2).  
From Table 1 the error scores generally appear to mirror the reaction time data, the overall 
mean percentage error was 3.13%. The correlation between RT’s and errors was -0.04 suggesting 
no evidence of a trade-off between speed and accuracy. Because of the relatively low rate of errors 
in the cells of the design (including scores of 0% in some cases) made by subjects in this and other 
experiments no further analysis was conducted on the error data. 
Discussion 
The main result of this experiment was the demonstration of symmetrical Stroop-like 
interference effects consistent with McNeill’s ideas on the complementarity of gesture and speech. 
This pattern of congruity effects is consistent with the notion that deictic gestures and verbal 
information are mutually influential in the comprehension process i.e. gestures appear to influence 
the processing of verbal information and reciprocally verbal information influences the processing 
of gestural information. This was perhaps a rather striking result in view of the overwhelming 
number of studies involving Stroop-type methodologies which tend to produce asymmetric effects. 
The reverse Stroop effect is only obtained by either manipulating the SOA between the two 
dimensions, dramatically slowing down the reading process, or by practising colour naming (e.g. 
Stroop, 1935). Here we have demonstrated a reverse, as well as the normal Stroop-type effect 
merely by manipulating the task instructions. The fact that we have obtained an interference effect 
at all is interesting given the exchanges between Cowan (e.g. Cowan & Barron, 1987; Cowan, 
1989a, 1989b) and Miles (Miles, Maddon & Jones, 1989; Miles & Jones, 1989) concerning the 
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existence of cross modal Stroop-type interference. Clearly the results of this experiment suggest 
that a visual-auditory interference effect is at least possible, supporting the conclusions of Cowan 
and his colleagues (see also Schriefers & Meyer, 1990; Shimada, 1990 for evidence of cross modal 
effects). 
In general the switch from gesture to voice as the relevant response dimension resulted in a 
significant increase in RT. This may well be due to the relative temporal parameters of the verbal 
and gestural stimulus presentations. Because visual stimuli are presented almost instantaneously 
whereas, by their nature, verbal stimuli are temporally extended, the complete identity of a 
relevant gesture will become available to a subject before the identity of a corresponding verbal 
stimulus in the voice response condition. Regardless of the relative processing speeds of visual and 
verbal information, the head start given to the gestural stimuli is likely to produce faster overall 
RT’s to this dimension. However the effect of response was found to interact with that of decision. 
Left/right decisions were slowed by a larger magnitude than up/down RT’s when the relevant 
response dimension was switched from gesture to voice. This differential effect on left/right 
decisions was probably due to a left/right confusion effect. A number of studies have shown that it 
takes longer to make locational discriminations when the relevant spatial dimensions are given the 
verbal  labels “right” and “left” than when they are described by terms such as “above” and 
“below” (e.g. Farrell, 1979; Maki, Grandy & Hauge, 1979; Sholl & Egeth, 1981). This effect is 
often referred to as the right/left confusion, and is thought to result from the lack of a natural 
referent in the horizontal dimension caused by the symmetrical right-to-left axis of the human 
body (Corballis & Beale, 1976). When the response is switched from the gestural to the verbal 
dimension any relevant visual cue which might be used to resolve the left/right ambiguity is 
removed. The consequent left/right confusion ensures that decisions to left/right voices are 
particularly slowed. 
To summarise, in this experiment we have demonstrated a normal Stroop-type effect, i.e. 
interference caused by an irrelevant, or to-be-ignored verbal stimulus in responding to a gestural 
stimulus. Notably, in this case, the dimensions in question were presented cross modally and 
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required a manual response. Significantly we have also demonstrated a reverse effect, i.e. 
interference caused by an irrelevant gesture when responding to a verbal stimulus. This suggests 
that subjects were able to monitor the visual stimulus and extract spatial information from the 
gesture even though this was not required by the task demands. This symmetrical pattern of effects 
is consistent with the complementarity hypothesis derived from McNeill’s ideas on the production 
of gesture and speech. Furthermore, the results of this experiment are suggestive of the existence 
of cross-modal, visual-auditory interference effects in a picture-word interference task (e.g. 
Schriefers & Meyer, 1990). 
Experiment 2 
It might be the case that the symmetrical effects obtained in Experiment 1 were due to the 
cross-modal  nature of these stimuli rather than specifically to the combination of gestural and 
auditory materials. For instance it is the cross-modal presentation of the stimuli in Experiment 1 
which largely contributes to the “head start” in the processing of the gestural dimension discussed 
above. This processing advantage may well be the cause of the interference effect exerted by the 
irrelevant gestures in Experiment 1. Relative speed of processing accounts of the Stroop effect rely 
on just such processing mismatches (e.g. Morton, 1969; Morton & Chambers, 1973; Posner & 
Snyder, 1975). These “horse race” models are discussed more fully in the general discussion. 
Briefly, they assume that the faster dimension will interfere with a slower dimension but not vice-
versa.  
To investigate whether or not the cross modal nature of the stimuli were responsible for the 
pattern of effects obtained, Experiment 1 was repeated intra-modally. By presenting both 
dimensions within the visual modality we can ensure that both gestural and verbal information is 
available to the subject at the same time. Any processing advantage enjoyed by the gestural stimuli 
due to the temporal extent of the auditorily presented verbal material is therefore eliminated. Thus 
in Experiment 2 the words “up”, “down”, “left” and “right” were printed across the chest of the 
gesturer rather than being presented auditorily. This arrangement is more like the classic picture-
word interference paradigm with less confusing predictions. Rosinski et al. (1975) obtained classic 
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Stroop interference with combinations of picture-word stimuli, that is, incongruent words caused a 
strong inhibition in the picture naming task whereas pictures had only weak effects on word 
reading. These effects were also demonstrated by Glaser & Düngelhoff (1984) who also largely 
failed to induce reverse effects comparable in magnitude to the normal interference pattern by pre-
exposing the distracting picture. Indeed when both stimuli were presented together incongruent 
pictures had no effect on word reading. 
Thus in this experiment, assuming the stimuli to be analogous to a picture-word paradigm, a 
normal asymmetric pattern of interference effects was expected, incongruent words should slow 
responses to the gestures (pictures) but gestures might be expected to have no effect on responding 
to the words. 
Method 
Subjects:  14 undergraduate and postgraduate volunteers participated in this experiment none 
of whom had taken part in Experiment 1. 
Materials, Design and Procedure:  These were identical to Experiment 1 with two exceptions. 
The auditory stimuli were replaced by the equivalent words which were printed across the chest of 
the gesturer (see Figure 2). The height of each letter subtended approximately one degree of visual 
angle (the horizontal angle depended on the length of each word). This process was completed 
using image processing software on the Macintosh. Secondly, as completion of the task required 
subjects to attend to the visual stimuli presented on the screen the question mark task was not 
included in the design of this experiment. 
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Figure 2. Examples of congruent and incongruent stimuli from Experiment 2 
As before the experiment took the form of a 2 x 2 x 2 within subjects design. The three 
independent variables were: response (to gesture or word), congruity (congruent or incongruent 
stimulus pairs) and decision (up/down or left/right decisions). Again both reaction time and 
percentage of errors were recorded as dependent variables. 
Results 
 
 
 
Table 2. 
Mean RT’s (in milliseconds) and Percentage of Errors for Up/Down and Left/Right Decisions to Words 
and Gestures in Congruent and Incongruent Conditions of Experiment 2. 
 Up/Down Decisions  Left/Right Decisions  Overall Mean 
 
Congruity 
 
RT 
Percentage 
of Errors 
  
RT 
Percentage 
of Errors 
  
M  RT 
Percentage 
of Errors 
 Word Responses 
Congruent 675 2.86  633 0  654 1.43 
Incongruent 755 2.14  722 5.71  739 3.93 
         
M   715 2.50  678 2.86  697 2.68 
 Gesture Responses 
Congruent 626 3.57  561 2.14  593 2.86 
Incongruent 686 2.14  628 0.71  657 1.43 
         
M   656 2.86  595 1.43  625 2.15 
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The average reaction time and error scores obtained under all the experimental conditions are 
presented in Table 2. There are clear effects of congruity on the RT data for all combinations of 
response and decision factors. Overall congruent trials received 75 ms faster RT’s than 
incongruent trials. Left/right decisions also appear to be consistently faster than up/down 
decisions. These observations were largely confirmed by a 2 (response) x 2 (congruity) x 2 
(decision) ANOVA . This revealed a main effect of congruity (F(1,13)=41.09, p<0.001) and an 
effect of decision which approached significance (F(1,13)=4.19, p=0.06). No other effects were 
reliable (all p’s > 0.1). Notably the interaction between response and congruity did not reach 
significance (p=0.33). Thus the results show a symmetrical pattern of interference effects. 
The overall mean error score was only 2.42%. The correlation between RT’s and errors was 
0.19 again suggesting no evidence of a trade-off between speed and accuracy. Because subjects 
made relatively few errors including an overall mean error rate of 0% in one of the cells in the 
design, no further analysis was conducted on these data. 
Discussion 
Here again symmetrical Stroop-type interference has been demonstrated despite the predictions 
arising from the picture-word interference literature. It seems that the pattern of effects found in 
Experiment 1 cannot be attributed solely to the cross modal relationship between the stimuli but 
rather more to the nature of the stimuli per se. It appears that deictic gestures at least, do indeed 
influence the processing of verbal information even when the “head start” they enjoyed due to the 
cross-modal presentation in Experiment 1 is eliminated. At the same time, processing of verbal 
information influences that of non-verbal gestural information. These findings support the idea that 
listeners attend to both verbal and gestural information in the comprehension process, combining 
the two sources of information at some point in processing. 
The switch from a cross-modal to a within modality presentation of the stimuli also eliminated 
the response by decision interaction found in Experiment 1. Recall that the main cause of this 
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interaction was the slowing of responses to the verbal stimulus dimension, particularly to left/right 
decisions, caused by the temporal extent of the voice stimuli and by a left/right confusion effect. 
In Experiment 2, however, there was no significant effect of response and no evidence of a 
left/right confusion effect. The absence of a response effect might be expected as this was 
originally thought to be due in part to the temporal extent of the voice stimuli in Experiment 1. In 
the present experiment, all the stimulus information required by a subject to identify a printed 
word is available at the same time as that required to identify the gesture. Thus, in contrast to the 
cross-modal case, we might expect written words to show no RT advantage over gestures. 
Nevertheless, although non-significant, gesture responses were performed 72 ms faster than 
average word responses in Experiment 2. In general there appears to be an advantage for keypress  
responses to gestural over verbal stimuli regardless of the modality of presentation. It is suggested 
that this might be due to a spatial stimulus-response compatibility (SRC) effect (e.g. Fitts & 
Seeger, 1953; Simon et al., 1981). We return to the issue of SRC later.  
In Experiment 1 left/right decisions were adversely slowed when the response was changed 
from the gestural to the verbal dimension. However no such left/right confusion was evident in 
Experiment 2. Instead, left/right decisions showed a consistent trend towards an advantage over 
up/down decisions for both gestural and verbal response dimensions. This may be due to a 
“fingering” advantage for left/right over up/down decisions caused by the arrangement of the 
response keys. This required subjects to respond to up/down stimuli by moving a single finger to 
one of two keys. In contrast two fingers were used for the left/right decisions so that no initial 
movement to the location of the correct key was necessary. This presumably results in a natural 
advantage for left/right decisions. 
In summary, Experiment 2 has again yielded a symmetrical pattern of interference effects 
when both stimulus dimensions were presented in the visual modality and consequently both 
available for identification at the same time. Again this is suggestive of a mutual influence of 
gestural and verbal information in comprehension. 
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Experiment 3 
A possible problem with the interpretation of the deictic gestures used in Experiments 1 and 2 
was that subjects may have been somewhat confused as to whose left or right the gestures referred 
to. The responses “left” and “right” referred to the side of the image  rather than to the side of the 
gesturer  on the image. It is possible that a tendency existed to interpret the left/right gestures from 
the point of view of the gesturer and not with respect to the image. In order to investigate this 
possibility Experiment 1 was repeated but with the gesturer turned around to face away from the 
subject. The ambiguity as to whose left or right the gesture referred to was therefore no longer 
present. 
Method 
Subjects:  14 undergraduate and post-graduate volunteers participated in this experiment, all 
had normal or corrected to normal vision and hearing. 
Materials, Design and Procedure:  The auditory stimuli were the same as those used in 
Experiment 1 however the gesture stimuli were replaced by similar images but with the gesturer 
facing away from the subject. Both the design and procedure were identical to Experiment 1. 
Results  
The mean correct reaction time scores and percentage of errors recorded in each condition are 
reported in Table 3. Again there are clear effects of congruity across all response and decision 
conditions. Indeed congruity effects of 85 ms were obtained for each response condition 
suggesting an exactly symmetrical pattern of interference. Responses to the gesture dimension 
appear to be made faster than to the voice stimuli. However, as in Experiment 1, this effect of 
response appears to be greater for left/right as opposed to up/down decisions (109 versus 59 ms).  
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These observations were supported by a 2 (response) x 2 (congruity) x 2 (decision) ANOVA 
conducetd on the RT data. This analysis revealed a main effect of congruity (F(1,13)=18.13, 
p<0.01) and a main effect of response (F(1,13)=7.70, p<0.05). The interaction between response 
and congruity did not reach significance supporting the suggestion of a symmetrical pattern of 
interference. Finally the interaction between response and decision was also significant 
(F(1,13)=10.82, p<0.01). Further analysis of this interaction revealed a significant effect of 
response for left/right decisions (p<0.001) but no effect of response for up/down decisions 
(p=0.07). 
As can be seen from Table 3 the error rates in this experiment were fairly low, indeed the 
overall percentage of errors was 3.22%. The correlation between RT’s and percentage of errors  
was 0.005 offering no evidence of a speed/accuracy trade-off.  
Discussion 
The results of this experiment were essentially identical to those of Experiment 1, both in 
terms of the symmetry of the interference and with regard to the interactive effects of response and 
Table 3. 
Mean RT’s (in milliseconds) and Percentage of Errors for Up/Down and Left/Right Decisions to Voices 
and Gestures in Congruent and Incongruent Conditions of Experiment 3. 
 Up/Down Decisions  Left/Right Decisions  Overall Mean 
 
Congruity 
 
RT 
Percentage 
of Errors 
  
RT 
Percentage 
of Errors 
  
RT 
Percentage 
of Errors 
 Voice Responses 
Congruent 651 1.43  679 2.86  665 2.15 
Incongruent 748 5.00  752 7.14  750 6.07 
         
M   700 3.22  716 5.00  708 4.11 
 Gesture Responses 
Congruent 600 1.43  562 1.43  581 1.43 
Incongruent 681 5.00  651 1.43  666 3.22 
         
M   641 3.22  607 1.43  624 2.33 
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decision factors. Irrelevant gestures influenced RT’s to voice stimuli to the same extent that to-be-
ignored voices influenced responses to the gestural dimension. Left/right decisons were also 
differentially slowed when the relevant response was switched from gesture to voice, presumably 
because of the left/right confusion effect discussed above. 
These findings suggest that subjects did not have a problem interpreting the various spatial 
attributes of the gestures in Experiments 1 and 2 whilst also providing more evidence for the 
mutual interaction of deictic gestures and verbal information in comprehension. 
Experiment 4 
The results of Experiments 1 to 3 indicate that subjects do not ignore information contained in 
the deictic gestures used as irrelevant stimuli in these studies. A relevant question is whether or not 
this information enjoys a peculiarly linguistic status. For instance it is unclear whether the 
interference effects caused by the presence of incongruent gestures reflects the operation of a 
system processing gestures  per se or one concerned with the manipulation of visuo-spatial 
images. Thus in Experiment 4 we ask whether gestures provide anything different from a non-
linguistic, nonverbal spatial cue to direction such as an arrow. 
Shor (1971) obtained symmetrical interference effects with directional words embedded in 
arrows. That is, the direction of the arrow interfered with reading of the word, and word reading 
disrupted responses to the direction of the arrow. These effects were replicated in a study using a 
manual response. In view of this result a similar pattern of symmetric interference effects were 
predicted in Experiment 4. 
Method 
Subjects:  12 subjects participated in this experiment. All had normal or corrected to normal 
vision and normal hearing. 
Materials:  The pointing gestures used in the previous experiments were replaced by arrows 
pointing left, right , up and down. The arrows were black presented on a white background. The 
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non-pointed end of the arrow was positioned in the centre of the screen, thus a “left” arrow 
extended from the centre to the left of the screen, subtending a visual angle of some 2.9 degrees. 
The spoken auditory stimuli were as in the previous experiments. 
Design and Procedure :  These were identical to Experiment 1 with the exception that subjects 
were now asked to respond to the direction of the arrow in one block and the meaning of the 
voiced word in a second block. Half of the subjects responded to the voice first and half to the 
arrow. The order of presentation within the blocks was completely randomised. 
Results 
The mean reaction time scores and percentage of errors recorded in each condition of the 
experiment are presented in Table 4. 
 
 
 
A 2 (response) x 2 (congruity) x 2 (decision) ANOVA conducted on the reaction time data 
yielded a main effect of congruity (F(1,11)=10.47, p<0.01). Responses to congruent stimuli were 
made 28 ms faster than to incongruent stimuli. The analysis also yielded a main effect of response 
Table 4. 
Mean RT’s (in milliseconds) and Percentage of Errors for Up/Down and Left/Right Decisions to Voices 
and Arrows in Congruent and Incongruent Conditions of Experiment 4. 
 Up/Down Decisions  Left/Right Decisions  Overall Mean 
 
Congruity 
 
RT 
Percentage 
of Errors 
  
RT 
Percentage 
of Errors 
  
RT 
Percentage 
of Errors 
 Voice Responses 
Congruent 618 4.17  644 0.83  631 2.50 
Incongruent 635 2.50  661 3.33  648 2.92 
         
M   627 3.34  653 2.08  640 2.71 
 Arrow Responses 
Congruent 513 1.67  476 1.67  495 1.67 
Incongruent 571 3.33  496 3.33  533 3.33 
         
M   542 2.50  486 2.50  514 2.50 
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(F(1,11)=23.03, p<0.01) and a significant interaction between response and decision 
(F(1,11)=19.29, p<0.01). Again the cause of this interaction appeared to be that left/right decisions 
were slowed by 167 ms (p<0.001) whereas up/down decisions were slowed by 85 ms (p<0.01) 
when the relevant response was changed from arrow to voice. Left/right decisions were also made 
56 ms faster than up/down decisions to arrow stimuli  (p<0.01). 
The overall error rate was reasonably low (2.61%). The correlation between RT’s and error 
scores was 0.04 which was not suggestive of a trade-off between speed and accuracy. 
Discussion 
The results of this experiment again indicate a symmetrical pattern of interference effects. 
Responses to voice stimuli were slowed in the presence of an incongruent arrow relative to a 
congruent arrow and vice-versa.  
The pattern of reaction times to the various decision and response dimensions also closely 
paralleled the earlier experiments. The left/right fingering advantage resulted in faster RT’s to 
left/right, compared to up/down decisions when the arrow was the relevant dimension. RT’s were 
slowed when the relevant response was switched from arrow to voice because of the temporal 
extent of the verbal stimuli. This effect was more marked for left/right as opposed to up/down 
decisions because of the ambiguity of the horizontal dimension when represented verbally. 
On the face of it these observations attest to the similarity of the processing of the gestural and 
arrow stimuli. It would appear that the gestures used in Experiments 1-3 were processed by a 
system concerned with the manipulation of visuo-spatial material, rather than one processing 
gestures per se. However, the overall 28 ms interference effect observed in this experiment is 
rather smaller than the congruity effects obtained in Experiments 1-3 (56, 75 and 85 ms 
respectively). Indeed, a between-experiments ANOVA comparing the overall congruity effects of 
Experiments 1 and 4 largely confirmed this observation, yielding a near-significant interaction 
between experiment and congruity (F(1,24)=3.46, p=0.075). In particular the arrows used in this 
experiment caused only a 17 ms interference effect on responses to voice stimuli compared with 
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the 73 ms effect of irrelevant gestures in Experiment 1. It seems that arrows cause much less 
interference than gestures. There may be several reasons for this. Firstly the overall reaction times 
recorded here (the overall mean RT was 577 ms) were somewhat faster than in the previous 
experiments. The reduction in the magnitude of the interference effect might simply be a result of 
these faster responses. Secondly, the relative sizes of the arrows and gestures differ. The arrows of 
Experiment 4 subtended a visual angle of 2.9o compared with the 13o subtended by the gestures. 
The greater eccentricity enjoyed by the gestures may contribute to their relatively larger influence 
on voice responses.  
The possibility remains, however, that the quantitative differences in the effects of gestures and 
arrows reflect a qualitative difference in their processing. Thus it may be premature to conclude, 
on the basis of the present results, that gestures receive the same kind of visuo-spatial analysis as 
arrows. Instead it is conceivable that deictic gestures are processed by a specialised system 
concerned with the identification of gestural material per se. Clearly more direct experimental 
comparisons are needed to fully explore this question. For now we should simply be mindfull of 
the possibility  that the effects of pointing gestures are mediated by some form of spatial encoding.   
Experiment 5 
Having demonstrated the mutual influence of this particular combination of gestural and verbal 
information, possible sources of the interaction, in terms of the information processing of the two 
dimensions, need to be explored. There appear to be several possibilities: gestural and verbal 
information may interact at a perceptual level of analysis, at a level where information from the 
early perceptual analysis of the two dimensions contacts semantic memory or at the response 
selection stage of processing. 
Traditional accounts of both the Simon and Stroop effects have suggested that the stage where 
the response is selected is the most likely source of the interference effect. Models of this type 
assume that the two dimensions (e.g. colour and word) are processed in parallel culminating in the 
determination of two separate response codes, one of which must be selected in order for the 
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correct response to be programmed and executed. Explanations of the Simon effect, for example, 
have typically centred around the notion of stimulus-response  (S-R) compatibility  which refers to 
the degree to which responses map onto particular dimensions of the stimulus, possibly as a result 
of highly over-learned associations between a stimulus and a response. In the Simon effect, it is 
assumed that both the relevant and irrelevant aspects of the stimulus undergo parallel S-R 
transformations, thus subjects perform a word-to-position transformation in order to make the 
correct response whilst simultaneously making a position-to-position transformation in processing 
the irrelevant location of the stimulus. This irrelevant S-R transformation will proceed 
automatically if there exists a mapping, or S-R compatibility (SRC), between the possible 
irrelevant locations of the stimuli and the position of the response keys. For example the 
directional words LEFT and RIGHT might appear on either the left or right of the screen whilst the 
response to the directional word must be made by making a left or right manual response. Having 
encoded both stimuli and their associated responses some arbitration process operates to select the 
correct response. The Simon effect arises because of the longer arbitration process which occurs if 
the responses do not correspond. (e.g. Craft & Simon, 1970; Simon, 1982; Mewaldt et al., 1980). 
Returning to the present experiments, the S-R model is capable of explaining the interference 
caused by irrelevant gestures. It has been suggested that subjects might extract spatial information 
from the pointing gestures since a similar pattern of effects was obtained using arrows as visual 
stimuli (Experiment 4). This type of spatial code would be suited to the type of manual response 
employed in Experiments 1 to 4.  If this is the case, it is possible that irrelevant deictic gestures 
exert their effects on directional words because of a spatial SRC which exists between them and 
the location of the response keys. Under this model, the response code consistent with the 
irrelevant gesture is automatically activated by virtue of the SRC. Thus two response codes are 
present at the decision stage, one of which must be selected, programmed and executed. 
Interference occurs when a conflict between non-corresponding (incongruent) codes must be 
resolved (see Figure 3). 
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In Experiment 5 the nature of the subject’s task was changed from a manual keypress to a 
verbal naming response. This will have the effect of removing any spatial compatibility which 
existed between the directional gestures and the response. If gestures exert their effects on verbal 
information solely by virtue of their spatial compatibility with the response, removing this spatial 
SRC should have the effect of eliminating any interference effect caused by the irrelevant gestures. 
However, with the introduction of the verbal naming task, a compatibility now exists between the 
verbal stimuli and the verbal response. In terms of a SRC account one would therefore expect 
asymmetry, the irrelevant gestures will no longer interfere with responses to the voice stimuli as 
the removal of any spatial SRC will ensure that no response will be automatically encoded. On the 
other hand interference should persist from the to-be-ignored voice stimuli either because of the 
SRC or because the effects of verbal stimuli are mediated prior to the response selection stage of 
processing. Thus under the SRC account a normal Stroop-type asymmetry should be obtained i.e. 
interference from irrelevant verbal  stimuli but none from irrelevant visual  stimuli. 
A further addition in Experiment 5 was the inclusion of a neutral condition to examine any 
contribution of facilitation and/or inhibition to the interference effects. If, as suggested, a complete 
representation of the intended “message” is only obtained from both gestural and verbal 
information, a congruent gesture, for example, should provide a performance gain compared with a 
neutral gesture. An incongruent gesture, on the other hand, might be expected to result in a 
Figure 3. A possible 3-Stage representation of the information processing of gestural and 
verbal dimensions locating the source of the interference at the response selection stage of 
processing. 
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detriment in performance over a neutral gesture as the listener integrates inconsistent information. 
Therefore if listeners routinely integrate information from both gesture and speech in 
comprehension, we might expect facilitation from congruent stimuli as well as inhibition from 
incongruent stimuli. 
Method 
Subjects : 14 subjects participated in this experiment. All had normal or corrected to normal 
vision and normal hearing. 
Materials and Apparatus : In addition to the gesture stimuli used in Experiment 1, a neutral 
“gesture” was included. This consisted of the same gesturer standing with his arms by his side. 
The word “blank” was also recorded and edited as before and included as the neutral verbal 
stimulus.  
SuperLab 1.6, which has the capacity for auditory input from voice-key apparatus, was used as 
the software for this experiment. The voice-key consisted of a normal Macintosh microphone 
driven by the SuperLab software. Otherwise the specifications of the software were similar to the 
version used in the previous experiments. The microphone was attached to the subject’s clothing 
as near as possible to the throat. Output from this microphone was detected by the computer and 
used to stop the timer. 
Design and Procedure : The design was similar to Experiment 1 however in this experiment a 
neutral condition was added to the congruent and incongruent levels of the congruity factor, giving 
a 2 (response) x 3 (congruity) x 2 (decision) repeated measures design. 
Again the stimuli were blocked by response. However, with the addition of the neutral 
condition, each block now contained 6 cells made up of all combinations of decision and 
congruity. With 10 trials per cell, subjects responded to two blocks of 60 experimental trials. Each 
block was preceded by 14 practice trials containing a cross section of the experimental trials as 
well as two question mark trials. A number of these question mark trials were included in each 
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response block, upon which subjects were asked to press the space bar. The order of presentation 
of the blocks was alternated between subjects with the order of presentation of the stimuli within 
each block randomised. 
In this experiment subjects were instructed to either name the direction of the gesture or repeat 
the auditorily presented direction word depending on the response block in question. The vocal 
response of the subject stopped the timer which, as before, measured the RT from the onset of the 
stimulus pair. The response terminated the stimulus display which was replaced by a blank screen. 
Subjects’ responses were recorded on a response sheet by the experimenter. A 500 ms inter trial 
interval intervened between the subject’s response and the presentation of the following trial.  
Results 
Again both reaction times and error scores were recorded under each condition and these are 
presented in Table 5. Trials were discarded where subjects’ vocal responses failed to reach the 
threshold of the voice key microphone. The initial response of each subject was recorded, any self-
corrections were marked as errors. Again individual RT scores under each condition were rejected 
if they deviated by more than two standard deviations from the cell mean.  
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The reaction time data were entered into a 2 (response) x 3 (congruity) x 2 (decision) ANOVA. 
This analysis yielded a main effect of decision (F(1,13)=23.92, p<0.001) with up/down responses 
being made 25 ms faster than left/right responses (676 versus 701 ms). The main effect of 
congruity was also significant (F(2,26)=16.08, p<0.001). Post hoc Tukey tests indicated reliable 
differences between congruent and incongruent conditions and between incongruent and neutral 
conditions (both p’s<0.01) but no significant difference between congruent and neutral conditions. 
This translates to an overall congruity effect (i.e. the difference between incongruent and 
congruent conditions) of 23 ms (681 versus 704 ms) which consists of inhibition (24 ms) but no 
facilitation. 
As in previous experiments, the error rate was very low (the overall mean percentage error was 
0.66%). The correlation between RT’s and errors was -0.1 suggesting no evidence of a trade-off 
between speed and accuracy. 
Table 5. 
Mean RT’s (in milliseconds) and Percentage of Errors for Up/Down and Left/Right Decisions to Voices 
and Gestures in Congruent, Incongruent and Neutral Conditions of Experiment 5. 
 Up/Down Decisions  Left/Right Decisions  Overall Mean 
 
Congruity 
 
RT 
Percentage 
of Errors 
  
RT 
Percentage 
of Errors 
  
RT 
Percentage 
of Errors 
 Voice Responses 
Congruent 684 0  711 0  698 0 
Neutral 690 0  703 0  697 0 
Incongruent 722 0  731 0.71  727 0.36 
         
M   699 0  715 0.24  707 0.12 
 Gesture Responses 
Congruent 650 0.71  680 0.71  665 0.71 
Neutral 650 0.71  675 0.71  663 0.71 
Incongruent 657 2.14  705 2.14  681 2.14 
         
M   652 1.78  687 1.19  670 1.19 
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Discussion 
Again the most notable finding from this experiment was the symmetrical nature of the 
interference effect as in the previous experiments. In particular interference from an irrelevant 
gesture was obtained despite the lack of any spatial SRC with the verbal response. Irrelevant 
verbal stimuli also interfered with responses to gesture stimuli as predicted. Furthermore the 
analysis of the congruity effects is consistent with a pattern of inhibition without facilitation.  
Recall from the introduction to this experiment that under the S-R model, an interference effect 
should only be obtained if two conflicting codes are present at the response selection stage of 
processing. Under this model, removal of the spatial SRC between the gesture responses should 
prevent the encoding of the “gesture” response, leaving the word-based response code unopposed. 
However, whilst the manipulation made in this experiment failed to eliminate this interference, it 
did result in a reduction in the size of the congruity effect compared with Experiments 1-3. Again, 
a between-experiments ANOVA comparing overall congruity effects in this experiment with those 
of Experiment 1 yielded a significant interaction between experiment and congruity (F(1,26)=6.68, 
p<0.05) lending statistical support to this observation. This is somewhat at odds with the literature 
on Stroop-type interference which suggests that the size of the effect should be larger when the 
response modality is switched from manual to oral (MacLeod, 1991). Moreover, since mean RT’s 
in this experiment are similar in magnitude to those of Experiments 1-3, the reduction in the size 
of the congruity effect cannot be attributed to an overall decrease in RT. Instead it remains 
possible that spatial SRC contributes  to the interference effects reported in this paper. Indeed, a 
number of other experiments conducted in our laboratory  have led to similar conclusions 
(Langton, in prep). In these experiments the S-R mapping between the stimulus and the manual 
responses was manipulated. For example, in an incompatible mapping condition, a left/right 
stimulus would require an up/down manual keypress response. Under these  conditions the size of 
the interference effect caused by an irrelevant gesture was reduced, but not completely eliminated 
compared to a compatible mapping condition. The somewhat inconclusive findings of these 
experiments prompted the change in the nature of the response adopted in Experiment 5. Here the 
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spatial mapping between a gesture and a response was completely eliminated rather than simply 
manipulated. Taken together, these findings suggest that spatial stimulus response compatibility 
may well play a role in producing interference between the two dimensions in question. However, 
since the effect persists in its absence, spatial SRC is clearly not the only factor involved. 
One other possibility, consistent with an S-R model, is that a response code was indeed 
activated from an irrelevant gesture, not because of spatial  SRC, but because of some sort of 
symbolic  SRC between the verbal labels associated with the gestures and the verbal responses 
(e.g. Simon, Sly & Vilapakkam, 1981). That is, some form of compatibility might exist between 
the directional gestural stimuli and both the keypress and  verbal responses. This ensures that a 
response is always encoded from the gestural input regardless of the response modality (keypress 
or verbal). An interference effect caused by an irrelevant gestural stimulus will, therefore, always 
result. However this explanation emphasises a potential problem with the SRC account of 
interference effects. The difficulty is in defining exactly what constitutes compatibility (e.g. faster 
RT’s to compatible versus incompatible stimuli, past experience with the pairings involved etc.). 
With no a priori  definition it becomes impossible to generate direct predictions about 
performance (McClain, 1983) which rather limits the application of SRC to models of interference. 
In summary we can conclude that the interference effects caused by to-be-ignored gesture stimuli, 
whilst probably influenced by the spatial relationship between the various stimuli and the 
responses, are not caused solely by spatial  SRC. An explanation based on symbolic  SRC is, 
however, possible. 
The second point of note arising from this experiment was the observation of inhibition 
without facilitation from both irrelevant gesture and verbal stimuli. This finding does not seem 
consistent with the hypothesis that listeners routinely integrate information from both gesture and 
speech in comprehension. If this were the case we might expect facilitation from congruent stimuli 
as well as inhibition from incongruent stimuli. Instead the current findings appear to be more in 
keeping with the ideas of Bernard Rimé (e.g. Rimé, 1983; Rimé & Schiaratura, 1991) who 
suggests that hand gestures provide redundant information to speech and as such are largely 
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ignored in the comprehension process. Under this model a listener does not integrate information 
from both channels but, in the interests of processing economy, diverts the lion’s share of his or 
her attentional resources to the speech channel, whilst the speaker’s gestures remain in the 
periphery of the listener’s attention. However Rimé adds that this normal relationship between the 
verbal and non-verbal channels may slip and reverse temporarily so that the non-verbal 
information becomes the figure and the verbal data the ground. This situation is likely to arise 
when either the intensity of the non-verbal channel rises e.g. the use of unfamiliar, bizarre or 
discordant gestures with regard to the context or situation, or the intensity of the verbal channel 
falls, possibly in noisy, confusing or complex situations. Therefore, under “concordant” conditions 
attention is allocated to the verbal channel whilst under "gesture neutral" conditions the same will 
be true. The attention shift only occurs when some discordant or bizarre gesture appears in the 
non-verbal channel. Thus there should be no processing "gain" for concordant gestures but a 
detriment in performance with incongruent gestures. This translates to a pattern of performance 
characterised by inhibition without facilitation as found in this experiment. 
Alternatively it may simply be the case that verbal identification in this experiment is at ceiling 
level, so that no benefit of a congruent gesture could occur. On the other hand, conflicting gestural 
information could still be capable of slowing down voice responses, producing an inhibitory effect. 
This same argument could well apply to the interfering effect of voice stimuli on responses to the 
gestural images. 
However we should be cautious about making any strong claims on the basis of this pattern of 
results for at least two reasons. Firstly the absence of an effect (in this case facilitation) is not 
sufficient to reject any hypothesised model. It may be that the choice of neutral condition was not 
appropriate or that the procedure was not sufficiently sensitive to reveal any such facilitative 
effects. Secondly, and relatedly, Lindsay & Jacoby (1994) have suggested that facilitation and 
inhibition in the Stroop task cannot be measured accurately using “neutral” control items, instead 
they suggest that the so-called “process dissociation procedure” (Jacoby, 1991) is more 
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appropriate. In view of these points we should be cautious in making any claims based on the 
failure to demonstrate a facilitative effect of congruent gestures in Experiment 5. 
In summary Experiment 5 has demonstrated the persistence of an interfering effect of 
irrelevant gestures despite the removal of any spatial stimulus response compatibility between the 
gestures and their associated manual responses present in the previous experiments. However an 
account based on a more general symbolic compatibility cannot be ruled out. The observation of 
inhibition without facilitation is somewhat problematic for the “complementarity hypothesis” but 
the well established  difficulties in teasing out the effects of facilitation from inhibition make any 
firm conclusions based on this finding impossible. 
General Discussion 
The primary aim of these experiments was to investigate the possibility that listeners process 
and integrate information from both the gestural and verbal channels in the comprehension of an 
utterance based on David McNeill’s  ideas on the complementary nature of gesture and speech (the 
complementarity hypothesis). Experiment 1 revealed a symmetrical pattern of interference effects 
in a Stroop-type paradigm, a finding consistent with the hypothesis that listeners attend to both 
sources of information. Auditorily presented verbal information interfered with the processing of 
concurrently displayed static deictic gestures and vice-versa. Furthermore the effects were found 
not to be due to the specific cross-modal nature of the stimuli (Experiment 2) nor to any confusion 
arising from the interpretation of the directional gestures (Experiment 3). The results of 
Experiment 4 suggested that the symmetrical effects were not peculiar to deictic gestures but are 
also obtained using directional arrows and words, raising the possibility that subjects were 
extracting spatial information from the gestures used in Experiments 1 to 3. Finally symmetrical 
interference effects persisted in Experiment 5 despite a switch from a manual to a verbal mode of 
response, suggesting that the effects of to-be-ignored deictic gestures persist independently of any 
spatial stimulus response compatibility (SRC). 
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To the best of our knowledge the application of a Stroop-type interference procedure to the 
study of gesture and speech is a novel one whilst the use of cross-modal stimuli within such a 
procedure is also rare. The observation of Stroop-type interference with such cross-modal stimuli 
is also interesting given that the existence of such an effect has been challenged (e.g. Miles, 
Maddon & Jones, 1989). Finally, the results of the present experiments make an addition to a 
number of recent studies which have yielded symmetrical interference effects within both the 
Stroop and Garner interference paradigms and with a variety of dimensional combinations (e.g. 
Melara & O’Brien, 1987; Melara, 1989; Melara & Marks, 1990; Melara & Mounts, 1993; O’Leary 
& Barber, 1993). As we shall see, such observations represent a challenge to many models of 
Stroop and picture-word interference. 
In the remainder of this discussion we address other response selection accounts of Stroop 
interference as well as models locating the interference effect prior to response selection. It is 
suggested that models of this sort might well be more successful in accounting for the symmetrical 
nature of the interference. We also discuss the possibility that referential gestural and verbal 
stimuli are integrated by an algorithm which places more “weight” on the most discriminable, or 
least ambiguous, source of information. We conclude by discussing the spatial nature of deictic 
gestures and the processing of other types of gestures with rather different properties. 
Response Selection Accounts  
An account based on SRC is not the only explanation of Stroop-type interference. At least two 
other models place the locus of the effect at a late, response selection stage of processing. These 
are the relative speed-of-processing model and the translational model. 
Relative Speed of Processing Models  
Speed-of-processing models (e.g. Morton, 1969; Morton & Chambers, 1973; Posner & Snyder, 
1975) assume that the two codes in question (e.g. colour and word, or perhaps “gesture” and word) 
“race” to gain entry to a single channel response buffer. Priority for entry into this buffer is 
determined by time of arrival. Interference occurs when an irrelevant response code wins the race 
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to the response buffer and has to be overcome in order for the correct response to be selected. For 
instance, in the original Stroop task it is assumed that words are processed more quickly than 
colours, thus the word-based code must be overcome in favour of the colour-based response code. 
This mismatch in the processing speeds of colours and words is what produces the typical 
asymmetry of the Stroop effect. The fact that gesture stimuli were processed faster than verbal 
stimuli in Experiments 1 and 3 might explain the effects of irrelevant gestures, however the slower 
dimension (verbal) was still able to exert effects on the dimension receiving faster processing 
(gesture) in both these experiments. Moreover when the relative response times for the critical 
dimensions were matched (Experiments 2 and 5) symmetrical interference was obtained. Thus any 
model reliant upon assumptions of unequal speeds of processing will not support the findings of 
the experiments reported here. Indeed the speed of processing account has been cogently criticised 
by a number of authors (e.g. Glaser & Glaser, 1982; Glaser & Dünglehoff, 1984; Dunbar & 
MacLeod, 1984; MacLeod & Dunbar, 1988). 
The Translational Model 
Virzi & Egeth’s (1985) translational model (cf. Glaser & Glaser, 1989) also contains multiple 
processing systems which operate in specific domains and handle specific types of information e.g. 
colour, pitch, verbal etc. Each system contains an input analyser, decision stage and in some cases 
a specific output or response stage. Responses are slowed if input to one system requires 
translation for output in a separate system. In the Stroop effect, for instance, the theory postulates 
one system devoted to the analysis of verbal input stimuli and verbal (speech) output along with a 
second system concerned with colour analysis. If the colour of a stimulus has to be named, the 
encoded colour information must undergo translation into a verbal code for speech output in the 
verbal system. Competing codes, one translated and one untranslated, will both be present at the 
same verbal decision stage. The resolution of this conflict is what causes the interference effect. 
On the other hand when a translation is not needed, for instance when the task is to read the word 
of a colour-word stimulus, only one code will be present at each of the separate decision stages. 
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Consequently there is no conflict to resolve and the correct response can be programmed and 
executed without interference. 
In Virzi & Egeth's model of processing, we might assume that the spatial components of the 
gestural stimuli are extracted by some spatial processing system (as suggested in Experiment 4) 
producing spatial codes suited to the manual responses. When the required response is to the 
verbal stimuli, the verbal code must be translated into a spatial code for a manual response to be 
performed. Thus, in terms of the model, two spatial codes would be present at the decision stage of 
the spatial processing system, resulting in interference. However, no translation of the verbal code 
is necessary when subjects are required to make a verbal response to a verbal stimulus as in 
Experiment 5. Thus the translation model predicts no interference from an irrelevant gesture when 
the relevant stimulus and response are verbal in nature. The results of Experiment 5, however, 
suggest that such an interference effect is evident. Moreover the interference effects caused by 
irrelevant verbal stimuli in Experiments 1 to 4 are not predicted by the translation model. 
In short, neither the speed-of-processing nor the translational account can cope with 
interference effects observed in the present experiments. These models were essentially developed 
to account for the normal asymmetry of the Stroop effect and, consequently run into difficulty 
when faced the symmetrical nature of the interference noted here. 
Alternative Accounts 
Perceptual Encoding Accounts 
It may be that models placing the locus of the interference effect prior to the response selection 
stage might be more successful in accounting for the current findings. The McGurk effect 
(McGurk & McDonald, 1976) has demonstrated how visual information can influence the 
perception  of speech sounds. In a typical “McGurk” experiment, subjects might see the shape of a 
mouth uttering the syllable /ga/ whilst being simultaneously presented with the sound /ba/. In this 
instance subject’s often report hearing a blend of the two pieces of information, the syllable /da/. 
Although it is unlikely that hand gestures could facilitate the phonemic discrimination of speech 
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sounds, certain “beat” like gestures (McNeill, 1987a) might act as an aid to the processing of 
intonation patterns, or prosody, in speech. These types of hand movements frequently occur in 
close coordination with the rhythmic nature of speech. Moreover the maximal amplitude of a such 
a gesture will often correspond to a loudness peak in the concurrent speech stream (e.g. Chang & 
Hammond, 1987). Thus these gestures might provide a visual cue to prosody in the same way that 
the shape of the mouth provides a cue to the identity of a phoneme.  
The perceptual encoding account of the Stroop effect (Hock & Egeth, 1970) has, however, 
been rejected by Dyer (1973) whilst more recently Simon & Berbaum (1990) have discounted this 
as an explanation of both the Stroop and Simon effects. Indeed Jacoby (1991) has recently used a 
“process dissociation procedure” to suggest that colour naming and word reading can operate 
independently  to determine responses in the Stroop task. This evidence seems to challenge Hock 
and Egeth’s notion that the Stroop effect occurs because word meanings affect the perception of 
colour. In view of this it seems unlikely that the interaction between the two dimensions 
considered here, dimensions which share commonalities with both Stroop-type and Simon 
procedures, occurs at this precategorical level of processing. 
Conceptual Encoding Accounts 
An alternative explanation places the locus of the effect between perceptual encoding and 
response selection. For example Melara & Marks (1990) interpret their findings of cross modal 
congruity effects, using the Garner interference paradigm, as having a semantic basis, whilst 
Seymour (1977) concluded that the Stroop effect is located during conceptual encoding, a view 
supported by Simon & Berbaum (1988) and endorsed as a plausible explanation of both Stroop 
and Simon effects by Hasbroucq & Guiard (1991). In models of this type (see also Logan, 1980; 
O’Leary & Barber, 1993) the separate response determination or decision stages of the speed-of-
processing and translation models are replaced by a single decision mechanism (see Figure 4). 
Information from multiple sources (e.g. words and colours, or words and gestures) is processed in 
parallel but is integrated prior to response selection. The appropriate response is determined on the 
basis of this pooled information. For instance in Logan’s (1980) model, each dimension 
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contributes “evidence” over time for a particular decision. The relative contribution of each 
dimension to the decision is determined by two weights: a stable automatic weight; and a flexible, 
strategic attentional weight. A response can only be made when the threshold of activation for a 
particular decision is reached. Symmetrical interference could be obtained in this model if the 
stable automatic weights for both dimensions are similar. 
Word
Gesture
Verbal
Identification
Gestural or 
Spatial
Identification
Response
Determination
Response
Programming
and Execution
 
The Integration of Gestural and Verbal Information 
It is suggested that the gestural and verbal information is processed in parallel and integrated at 
a point prior to response selection. This is consistent with the conclusions of Thompson & 
Massaro (1986, 1993) in their studies of speech and pointing gestures in referential understanding. 
They suggest that the evaluation of pointing gestures occurs independently of the evaluation of 
linguistic material. Furthermore these sources of referential information were found to be 
integrated with a rule best described as a multiplicative algorithm. That is, the two types of 
information are combined in such a way that the least ambiguous source is more influential in the 
decision process. Along these lines, Rogers (1979) noted that the facilitatory effects of visual cues 
(i.e. from face and body) on the comprehension of audio messages (assessed by forced choice 
responses to factual questions) were inversely related to the signal-to-noise ratio, i.e. the noisier 
the speech the more subjects relied on visual cues.  
Figure 4. A possible 3-Stage representation of the information processing of gestural and 
verbal dimensions locating the source of the interference prior to the response selection stage of 
processing. 
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The idea that visual and verbal information is combined multiplicatively is similar to a view of 
dimensional interaction which relies on the relative discriminability of the various dimensions (e.g. 
Garner & Felfoldy, 1970; Melara & Mounts, 1993). Briefly Melara & Mounts (1993) have found 
that when the classic Stroop dimensions of colour and colour word were mismatched in baseline 
discriminability, the more discriminable (or less ambiguous) dimension disrupted classification of 
the less discriminable (or more ambiguous) dimension. In Logan’s (1980) terms this equates to 
unequal stable automatic weights governing the contributions of the two dimensions. When 
baseline discriminabilities were matched, Melara & Mounts obtained small but symmetrical 
congruity effects in a Stroop task.  
In order to examine whether an account based on discriminability could be applied to the 
present findings, we obtained measures of relative discriminability (calculated by subtracting 
overall gesture RT’s from voice RT’s) from each of 10 experiments. These included Experiments 
1, 2, 3 and 5 of the present paper as well as six unpublished experiments of similar design 
conducted in our laboratory (Langton, in prep). Positive discriminability scores are obtained when 
gestures are more discriminable than words, and on Melara and Mounts' analysis, these scores 
should correlate positively with the interfering effect of gestures on responses to words, and 
negatively with the interfering effect of words on gestures. It should be noted, however, that these 
baseline measures are not exactly equivalent to those used by Melara & Mounts (1993). They 
obtained their baselines by examining subject’s choice RT’s to a particular dimension (e.g. colour) 
whilst the irrelevant dimension remained constant (e.g. the word GREEN). Nevertheless it was felt 
that overall mean RT’s to each dimension would provide a baseline which would be sufficient to 
explore the hypothesis. In line with Melara & Mounts’ analysis, the discriminability scores we 
obtained were found to correlate positively with the size of the interference effect caused by to-be-
ignored gestures (r=0.81, p<0.01). In other words, as gestural stimuli became more discriminable 
than verbal stimuli, they caused increasing larger interference effects when subjects were asked to 
classify the verbal dimension. The correlation between discriminability and the magnitude of the 
interference effects caused by irrelevant verbal stimuli was only -0.3 (p=0.38). Thus, although not 
as compelling, it appears that the interference effect caused by irrelevant verbal information is 
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large when voices are more  discriminable than gestures and decreases slightly as voices become 
less  discriminable than gestures.  
Thus, it may well be that the relative discrimination of the two dimensions is critical in 
determining the size of the interference effect. This finding is in accordance with Melara & 
Mounts (1993) and, we suggest, is consistent with a multiplicative integration of the gestural and 
verbal dimensions (e.g. Thompson & Massaro, 1986, 1994). 
In summary, it is suggested that the symmetrical nature of the interference and the persistence 
of this effect in the face of the manipulation to the S-R relationship, is best explained within a 
model of processing where the gestural and verbal stimuli are analysed in parallel with a single 
response determined by some integration of the two sources of information. Moreover this 
integration process appears to be sensitive to the relative discriminability, or ambiguity, of the 
dimensions in question and may well ensure that the least ambiguous source of information 
contributes more “evidence” to the decision. 
Visuo-Spatial Processing of Gestures 
The results of Experiment 4, accompanied by the fact that we have employed static rather than 
dynamic gestures, raise the possibility that the gestural stimuli are processed by some spatial 
system rather than one devoted to the analysis of gestural material per se. This putative system 
might well be the locus of the effects reported here. Indeed Toms, Morris & Foley (1994) have 
suggested that such a system might exist within the central executive component of working 
memory (e.g. Baddeley, 1981, 1983). This device would be free to operate on spatial material 
residing in any of the passive perceptual stores. Thus information from both the phonological and 
visuo-spatial stores might be integrated at this central component where a spatial response is 
encoded. Others have suggested the existence of a subsystem of working memory that is specific 
for movement configuration (Smyth et al., 1988; Smyth & Pendleton, 1989) but distinct from 
memory of movement to spatial targets. This leaves open the possibility that information from 
other types of gestures might receive some specialised analysis. Moreover there is some evidence 
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to support the notion of a gesture “module”. Rothi et al. (1986) have identified a patient with so-
called gesture agnosia, impaired discrimination and comprehension of gestures with no associated 
auditory comprehension deficit or general visual impairment.  
Conclusions 
We have presented some evidence for the mutual influence of deictic gestures and verbal 
information in comprehension. Further work needs to be done to investigate the processing of 
other forms of gesture and the possibility that they too are integrated with information contained in 
the speech channel. For instance we might expect so-called iconic gestures (e.g. the type of hand 
movement a fisherman might make in exaggerating the size of “the one that got away”) to interact 
with verbal information as these gestures are only performed with speech (e.g. McNeill, 1985), and 
cannot be understood without reference to the verbal component of the utterance (e.g. the words, 
“It was this big”). Conversely, emblematic gestures (e.g. the hitchhiking gesture) might not be 
expected to influence the processing of verbal information since they are often performed in the 
absence of speech  These questions could well be addressed by extending the scope of the present 
methodology to include dynamic  emblematic and iconic gestural stimuli. 
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